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Abstract. To simulate the influence of pendulum effect in hollow cathode configuration on a 
current-voltage characteristic it is proposed to consider a plane glow discharge in one-
dimensional space configuration with two plane parallel cathodes and one plane anode in the 
middle. A pendulum effect could be switched on or off, with consideration for the anode to be 
transparent or not for fast ionizing electrons.  On the basis of a stationary kinetic equation for 
ionizing electrons an integral equation for a source of ionization is derived.  This equation can be 
used as a component in self-consistent problem for field equations to calculate a current-voltage 
characteristic and to show how it changes in both cases – in presence or absence of anode 
transparency. 
 
Glossary of terms for physical values  ( ) ( )00 ,,, vtVvvtXx ==      electron coordinate and velocity  ( )vxVv ,00 =                           initial electron velocity on a cathode  ( )vxTt ,=                               time of electron motion from a cathode to phase point vx,  
e
vmw e
2
2
=                               electron kinetic energy in ev  
( ) dxdEx ϕϕ −=,               electric field potential and electric field strength 
( ) ( )
e
vmxvx e
2
,
2
+−= ϕε           total electron mechanical energy in ev  
( ) cxU ,0ϕ=                         cathode-anode voltage and width of cathode-anode gap 
exion εε ,                                ionization and excitation energy of gas molecule in ev   ( ) ( )ww exion σσ ,         cross-sections of electron impact ionization and excitation of gas molecule  
aN                               gas density ( ) ( ) ( )( )wwNwL exexioniona σεσε +=   average force of resistance to electron motion, which is 
stipulated by energy losses for ionization and excitation of gas molecules 
( ) ( )
e
vm
ww
dw
dLvv
dw
dLv e
2
,
2
=≡

              brief  designations in formulas  
( )vxfe ,            distribution function of ionizing electrons – average number of electrons per 
volume unit and unit of velocity interval 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xeixJdvvxfvxi eeee −== ∫∞
∞−
,,                    electron flow and current densities  
( )xs                 number of ionization acts per volume unit and time unit  
( )vδ                Dirac delta-function 
ecJ                  electron current density in a cathode  ( ) ( ) ecJexsxS ≡       number of ionization acts per unit of electron path, which corresponds to 
one cathode electron  
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( ) ...,...2,1, 210 <<== ttnvtt nn       instant times of electron reverse ( ) ( )( )000 ,vvtXvx nn ≡          coordinates of reverse points  ( ) ( )( )00 vxEvE nn ≡            values of electric field in the reverse points ( )0,vxK         number of roots of equation ( ) xvtX =0,  with regard to variable t  ( )0,vxtt kk =    instant times, in which electron reaches coordinate x : ( ) ck xxxvtX <<= 0,, 0  ( ) ( )00 ,, vtVvxv kk =        values of velocity, which correspond to these instant times  ( ) ( ) ( ) .0,1;0,0: >=≤= zzzzz θθθ    Heaviside function 
α               first Townsend coefficient of ionization 
Upper point designates time derivative along phase trajectory of electron. 
 
1. Problem statement and description of the model 
Plane simple glow discharge (SGD), by ignoring technical bounds (as did Engel and 
Shtenbek [1]), could be considered as one-dimensional. In this classical theory of cathode dark 
space it was consumed small free path for electrons in comparison with a scale of spatial electric 
field variation. Under this condition the inertia of electron could be neglected and the electron 
energy in every space point could be considered as a function of electric field in this point only. 
As a sequence, the local energy dependence was the Townsend’s local dependence of ionization 
capability of electron on electric field: ( )( )xEαα = . 
Our aim is to build simple analogue of one-dimensional model for hollow cathode 
discharge (HCD). Under conditions of hollow cathode effect (HCE) – multiple exceeding of 
electric current density in comparison with that was in SGD at the same voltage – it is not 
possible to neglect the electron inertia because electron oscillations inside a device become 
significant feature.  Here electron energy has non-local dependence on electric field, therefore 
ionization capability of electron has non-local dependence on electric field also. Thus, the model 
of a source of ionization in HCD, in distinct of classical one, must be non-local. 
 We consider one-dimensional plane glow discharge with two plane parallel cathodes and 
one plane anode in the middle (see fig. 1). We can assume the anode to be a system of plane 
conducting meshes, which catch slow electrons and mainly do not prevent fast electrons to pass 
through. Also we assume a discharge to be uniform along two coordinate axes, which are parallel 
to cathode and anode plates. Here, we neglect elastic electron scattering (it was shown [2], that at 
energies about 200 – 550 ev cross-sections of elastic processes are several times lower than 
inelastic ones), as well as ion-electron recombination processes, and we consider electron motion 
only in direction, which is normal to cathode and anode plates. We regard that electron 
accelerates with electric field and slows down being involved into ionization and excitation of 
neutral gas molecules. The influence of these inelastic processes we describe with effective 
“force of friction”.  
2. Phase space and phase trajectories 
Consider properties of phase space (see fig. 2) ( ) ioncc vxvxxxvx εε >+∞<<∞−+<<− ,,,:,  
for a motion of ionizing electron in plane hollow cathode. It is a symmetrical doubly-connected 
region with exclusion of low mechanical energy region in the middle.  
Let ( ) ( )00 ,,, vtVvvtXx ==  be the solutions of a Cauchy problem for a system of two 
ordinary differential equations  
                                  ( ) ( )
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2
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for positive time 0≥t  with initial point of trajectory in 0,, 00 <=+= vvvxx c  or in 
0,, 00 >=−= vvvxx c . Every point of phase space we can consider such that belongs to some 
trajectory. Moreover nothing prevents us from considering the trajectory of electron, which is 
generated inside a volume of the device at cc xxx +<<−  (secondary electron), to be a piece of 
trajectory of some cathode electron having fitting value of initial velocity 0v  in the cathode, such 
that a trajectory passes through a point of generation of secondary electron. Points ( ) ( )vxvx −− ,,,  belong to symmetrical trajectories, one of which starts at 0, vvxx c =+= , 
another - at 0, vvxx c −=−= . As the system of order differential equations (1) is resolved with 
respect to its derivatives, right sides of the equations are defined everywhere, so trajectories do 
not cross each other and fill over all phase space. 
 Let 
                                                
( )
( )

=
=
.,
,,
00 vxVv
vxTt
                                                               (2)               
be a solution of equation system 
                                                 
( )
( )

=
=
.,
,,
0
0
vtVv
vtXx
                                                               (3)             
with respect to variables 0,vt . Functions (2), (3) have next symmetries of parity: ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )vxVvxVvxTvxTvtVvtVvtXvtX ,,,,,,,,,,, 000000 −=−−=−−−=−−=− .  (4) 
 Couple of numbers ( )0,vt  defines phase point ( )vx,  identically, except for a case of a separatrix 
trajectory 00 =v ; in this case we can exclude points ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0,,,0,, cc xvxxvx −=+=  from a set 
of initial points for the system (1) by prolonging the separatrix trajectory back to crossing it with 
another cathode plate (see fig. 2). Negative value of 0v  corresponds to trajectory, which starts at 
a right-hand side cathode plate cxx += , positive value of 0v  corresponds to trajectory, which 
starts at a left-hand side cathode plate cxx −= .  
 Consider differential properties of functions (2), which are useful below. From relations 
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In particular, it contains relations:  
                                        000 =∂
∂+∂
∂
v
V
v
x
V
x && ,                                                     (6)               
1=∂
∂+∂
∂
v
Tv
x
Tx && .                                                         (7)               
From relations (5), with account of equations (1), through elementary transforms one can obtain 
expressions (see appendix 1): 
( ) ( ) ( )( )( )
( )



 ′′

=∂
∂ ∫
vxT
tdvxVtV
dw
dLv
vxV
vvx
v
V ,
0
0
0
0 ,,exp
,
, .                                      (8)       
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( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )
( )



 ′′

−=∂
∂−=∂
∂ ∫
vxT
tdvxVtV
dw
dLv
vxV
vxv
v
V
v
vvx
x
V ,
0
0
0
00 ,,exp
,
,,
&&
.                      (9)    
 
 
3. Distribution function 
 We do not consider the distribution of all electrons together – slow and fast. Slow 
electrons assumed to obey hydrodynamics of fluid and do not concern to a source of ionization. 
So, a kinetic equation for fast (ionizing) electrons only would not have the Boltzmann or the 
Fokker-Plank collision terms, which describe processes of scattering. We neglect angular 
scattering and include energy losses in ionization and excitation processes only - through an 
effective force of friction. 
 The equation for stationary electron distribution function ( )vxfe ,  should correspond to 
dynamical equations (1), also it should include a possibility of generation of secondary electron, 
which arises due to electron impact ionization with negligibly small velocity. So, the distribution 
function should obey the stationary kinetic equation with a source:  
( )( ) ( ) ( )vxsfvxv
vx
f
x e
e δ=∂
∂+∂
∂
,&& .                                           (10)               
Here functions vx &&,  are defined with the equations (1). Besides, we should take into account that 
electron flow density ( ) ( )∫∞
∞−
= dvvxfvxi ee ,  obeys a continuity relation ( )xsdx
die = ,               
where ( )xs  is an ionization source density - a number of ionization acts per volume unit and time 
unit. Substituting the relations (1) and taking partial derivatives, let us rewrite (10) in the form: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )vxsf
dw
dLv
v
f
e
vmLvxE
m
e
x
fv eee
e
e δ=−∂
∂







+−∂
∂
2
sgn
2
.                    (11) 
It is a quasi-linear non-uniform 1-st order partial differential equation [3]. A solution of this 
equation has a form (see appendix 2):  
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )( )
( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( )( )( ) .,,exp,,,,
,,exp,,,sgn,
,
000
,
0
,
0
000



 ′

′′′′′′′+
+


 ′

′−=
∫∫
∫
′′
vxT
t
vxT
vxT
cee
vxVtV
dw
dLvtdvxVtVvxVtXstd
vxVtV
dw
dLvtdvxVvxVxfvxf
δ
              (12)       
In another way, from its physical origin, electron source density (it is also ionization 
source density) is defined with expression 
( ) ( )∫+∞
∞−



= vxf
e
vm
vNdvxs eeiona ,2
2
σ .                                      (13)           
So, the combination of (12) and (13), leads to a 2-nd kind Fredholm integral equation with a 
singular kernel.  
Let ( ) ,...2,1,0 == nvtt nn  ...21 << tt  be roots of equation ( ) 0, 0 =vtV  (namely, they are 
instant times, in which cathode electron, having the initial velocity 0v , “turns back” and then 
moves in opposite direction), ( ) ( )( )000 ,vvtXvx nn ≡  are coordinates ( )cnc xxx ≤<−  of reverse 
points and ( ) ( )( )00 vxEvE nn ≡  are the values of electric field strength in these points (see fig. 3). 
From equations (1), taking into account the property ( ) 0=wL  at exw ε≤ , for reverse 
points we obtain:  
( ) n
e
n Em
evtV −=0,& ,                                                         (14) 
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( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )0000000 ,,,,, vEm
evtVvtVvtVvt
dt
dVvtVvtt n
e
nn ′′=′′=′′′′=−′′ δδδδ & , 
( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )vxVttvxVEe
mvxVtV n
n
e ,
,
,, 0
0
0 −′′=′′ δδ . 
In substitution of this expression second term in (12) can be integrated and the expression gets a 
form: 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )( )
( )( )( )
( )( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )( )( )
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,
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,,exp,,,sgn,
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
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∫∑
∫
<<
vxT
vxVtvxTvxVtn n
ne
vxT
cee
nn
vxVtV
dw
dLvtd
vxVE
vxVxs
e
m
vxVtV
dw
dLvtdvxVvxVxfvxf
                 (15) 
Here the first term describes a component of distribution function, which is formed by cathode 
electron ionization only, the second term describes contribution of secondary electron ionization.  
 
4. Integral equation for source of ionization 
From the couple of equations (13), (15) one can exclude the source, - then one can obtain 
an integral equation for distribution function. But we commit quite on the contrary: we exclude 
proper distribution function ( )vxfe , : 
( )
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )( )
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,
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2
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dw
dLvtdvxVvxVxf
e
vmvNdvxs σ
                (16) 
As distinct from integral equation for distribution function ( )vxfe ,  we obtain an integral 
equation for function ( )xs  of not two, but single variable, x . 
To simplify the kernel structure we transform the integration variable v  of velocity in 
point x  to initial velocity 0v  in the cathode according to the relation ( )vxVv ,00 = , which now 
we have to solve with the regard to a variable v  at constant x . As a phase trajectory can be 
spiral, this equation may have several of roots ( ) ( )00 ,,...,2,1,, vxKkvxvv k ==  or no roots – at 
some value of 0,vx . Let ( ) ( ) ( )00 ,,...,2,1,,, vxKkvxTvxtt kkk ===  be instant times when 
electron is at a coordinate x : ( ) xvtX k =0, , ( ) ( )e
vxvmvxw kek 2
,
, 0
2
0 ≡  (see fig. 4). Then, with use 
of (8), we have  
( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
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and the equation takes the form:  
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) .,exp,
,sgn,
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The number of summands on k  is equal to ( )0,vxK , in case when ( ) 0, 0 =vxK  the appropriate 
sum is equal to zero. Here the infinity limits of integration by variable 0v  (also as it was by 
variable v ) are formal, - really they are finite, because we have no interest for trajectories of 
region A (see fig. 2) and assume zero value of the distribution function here. So we can restrict 
this integration with limits ( )0,limmax, 000000 xVvvvvv
cxx
mmm +→=≡<<− , at least, in the second 
term. 
 To make further simplifications let us rewrite (18) in the form 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( )
( )
.,exp,,
,sgn,
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0 0
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m
vtV
dw
dLvtd
vE
vxsvtvxtvxwvNdv
e
m
vvxfvxwvNdvxs
θσ
σ
Here the Heaviside function ( ) ( ) 0,1;0,0 >=≤= zzzz θθ  helps us to extend formally 
summation on variable n  into all its possible values and make it independent on the other 
variables. 
Let ( ) ,...2,1,0 == nvxa mnn  be reverse points for the separatrix trajectory. In second 
integral we change the integration variable 0v  in every summand on n  to variable x′  on sets ( ) ( )nnnn axaaxa <′<∨−<′<− ++ 11  according to relation ( )0,00 xVv ′= . Here ( )0vxx n=′  are 
roots of this equation, - turning points of a trajectory, mentioned above. For Jacobian of 
transformation with the account of (9) and (14) we have: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )
( )



 ′′′


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∂=′∂
∂ ∫
′ 0,
0
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0
00 0,,exp
0,
0,
xT
e
tdxVtV
w
LvxE
xVm
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x
V
x
v
.            (19) 
Substitution of this expression to the second integral, with the account of ( ) ( )( )0,0, 0 xVtxT n ′=′ , 
leads the equation to a form: 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ).0,0,,0,,
,sgn,
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As the expression under integrals in the second term is formally independent on n , we can 
connect neighbor intervals of integration and do a summation on n . Because an electron loses its 
total energy ( ) ( )
e
vmxvx e
2
,
2
+−= ϕε  during its motion, also due to inequality 
( )( ) ( )0,0,, 0 xTxVxtk ′>′ , which the Heaviside function provides, we have ( ) ( )0,, xvx k ′< εε ; 
therefore ( ) ( ) ( )x
e
vmxx ke ϕϕϕ −>+−>′−
2
2
, and then xxxc >′> , because the electric potential 
( )xϕ  is even function, monotone decreasing in right-hand side cxx <<0 . Thus, integration on 
variable x′  can be restricted by two sets: xxxc −<′<−  and cxxx <′< : 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ).0,0,,0,,
,sgn,
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By changing a sign of integration variable x′  in the negative interval, also using symmetry ( ) ( )xsxs =− , the equation can be transformed to the form 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) HCDxxxTxVxtxVxwN
xTxVxtxVxwNxsxd
vvxfvxwvNdvxs
ck
k
kiona
k
k
kiona
x
x
ce
k
kiona
c
.0,0,0,,0,,
0,0,,0,,
,sgn,
00
00
00000
<<
′−′′+
+
 ′−−′−′−′′+
+−=
∑
∑∫
∑∫
+∞
∞−
θσ
θσ
σ
              (20)     
 If the anode is made with wire meshes and therefore it is transparent for ionizing electron 
(HCD geometry), then sums on k  in (20) might have several non-zero summands. It is a 
consequence of electron oscillations, named as a pendulum effect. 
But if the anode is made with a solid metal plate (SGD geometry), it is not transparent for 
any electron. Then hollow cathode electron oscillations are absent. So we can consider only 
right-hand side of the device, where every trajectory of cathode electron has its origin at 
0, <+= vxx c , every trajectory of secondary electron has its origin in the nearest crossing of 
the whole trajectory solution with an abscissa axis (see fig. 5). Then integration on variable 0v  in 
the first term of (20) should be restricted with negative values only, in second term k  in 
summing with argument x′−  has no value, in summing with argument x′  it has single value 
1=k . So the expression (20) in SGD gets a form 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) SGDxxxVxwNxsxdvxwNvxfvdvxs ciona
x
x
ionace
c
.0,0,,,, 0000
0
0 <<′′′+= ∫∫
∞−
σσ  (21)  
With respect to ( )xs  we have obtained a Volterra 2-nd kind integral equation [4], (20) – 
for HCD geometry, or (21) – for SGD, with regular kernel, which is especially convenient for 
calculation. If its solution is found, the distribution function ( )vxfe ,  can be obtained by formula 
(15).  
Let cathode electrons be monochromatic (have a single value of initial velocity ecvv −=  
at cxx +=  and ecvv =  at cxx −= ):  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ec
ec
ec
ececceec
ec
ec
ececce vvev
J
vvnvxfvv
ev
J
vvnvxf −=−=−+=+= δδδδ ,,, .        (22) 
Then from (20) we obtain:  ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) HCDxxxTxVxtxVxwN
xTxVxtxVxwNxSxd
vxwNvxwNxS
ck
k
kiona
k
k
kiona
x
x
k
eckiona
k
eckiona
c
.0,0,0,,0,,
0,0,,0,,
,,
00
00
<<
′−′′+
+
 ′−−′−′−′′+
++−=
∑
∑∫
∑∑
θσ
θσ
σσ
          (23)               
where ( ) ( ) ecJexsxS ≡  is a number of ionization acts per unit of path, which corresponds to one 
cathode electron. 
 For a case of simple glow discharge without hollow cathode effect, from (21) we have  
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) SGDxxxVxwNxSxdvxwNxS ciona
x
x
eciona
c
.0,0,,, 0 <<′′′+−= ∫ σσ .            (24) 
If we guess local dependence ( ) ( )( )xwx ionion σσ =  by neglecting a dependence on second 
argument, ( )0,0 xV ′ , in the kernel of integral in (24), the equation can be simplified further: 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )xwNxxSxdxxS iona
x
x
c
σαα ≡


 ′′+= ∫ ,1 . 
As an electron current density is equal to ( ) ( ) ( )xSJ
dx
dJxSxdJxJ ece
x
x
ece
c
−=


 ′′+= ∫ ,1 , the 
equation (24) gets equivalent to well known continuity equation ( ) ee Jxdx
dJ α−=  from local 
Engel and Shtenbek cathode dark space theory. Thus, equations (23), (24) give non-local 
extension of classical ionization theory. 
 
5. Conclusions 
In this work we have derived one-dimensional Volterra 2-nd kind integral equation for 
source of ionization in plane hollow cathode discharge, which has an integrable kernel, - (20) or 
(23) – for monochromatic case. In case of simple plane glow discharge with solid anode plate 
when electron oscillations are impossible, the kernel of the integral equation has a simplified 
form (21), or (24).  Solution of this equation enables to obtain kinetic distribution function for 
ionizing electrons, formulate a self-sustained discharge condition and compose a self-consistent 
problem for electric field. 
In works of A. S. Metel and S. P. Nikulin [5, 6] the first attempts were made to obtain a 
theoretical current voltage characteristic of hollow cathode device, but they guessed small 
damping in energy of ionizing electron during one oscillation, so their approach was available 
only for low pressure when there were a lot of oscillations. Also, it was impossible to extend the 
ionization model over limits of pendulum motion and compare a simple glow discharge with a 
hollow cathode glow discharge. 
The absence of non-local source model from Paschen invention of a hollow cathode in 
1916 till today forced to use the Monte-Carlo methods. It meant the absence of any equation for 
a source of ionization in a hollow cathode! 
 In solving the self-consistent problem, using integral equation for ionization source 
derived here, it is possible to obtain current voltage characteristics in wide region of electric 
current densities and to make the comparison mentioned [7].  
  
 Work is made under support of Pohang Accelerator Laboratory, - Pohang, Republic of 
Korea, and Institute of Physics of Ukrainian National Academy of Science, - Kiev, Ukraine. 
Author expresses his great gratitude to Dr. A. Rudenko for invaluable help in preparing the 
manuscript to printing. 
 
Appendix 1 
 To obtain (8) let us find an explicit expression for reverse matrix 




−
∂
∂−∂
∂
∂
∂−∂
∂=








∂
∂
∂
∂
=








∂
∂
∂
∂ ∂
∂
∂
∂ −
xv
v
X
v
V
v
Xv
v
Vx
v
Vv
v
Xx
v
V
x
V
v
T
x
T
&&&&&
&
00
00
1
0
0
00
1 . 
Now from the last row and column we express vV ∂∂ 0 : 
1
00
0000
0 1
−




∂
∂−∂
∂=
∂
∂−∂
∂=
∂
∂−∂
∂=∂
∂
v
X
v
v
v
V
v
X
x
v
v
V
v
Xv
v
Vx
x
v
V &
&
&&&
&
. 
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From equations ( )vxvdtdvvdtdx ,, &==  we find evolution equations for partial derivatives 
00 , vXvV ∂∂∂∂  by taking derivative 0v∂∂  on independent variable 0v  and changing places of 
independent derivatives: 



∂
∂
∂
∂+∂
∂
∂
∂=∂
∂
∂
∂=∂
∂
.
,
000
00
v
V
v
v
v
X
x
v
v
V
dt
d
v
V
v
X
dt
d
&&  
With the use of these relations let us find an expression for the time derivative below (we 
designate v
v
vx
x
v
dt
vdv &&&&&&& ∂
∂+∂
∂=≡ ) and make simplifications: 
=∂
∂−∂
∂−∂
∂+∂
∂=



∂
∂−∂
∂
000000 v
X
dt
dv
v
Xv
v
V
dt
dv
v
Vv
v
Xv
v
Vv
dt
d &&&&&  
=∂
∂−



∂
∂
∂
∂+∂
∂
∂
∂=
000 v
Xv
v
V
v
v
v
X
x
vv &&&&  
=∂
∂


∂
∂−−∂
∂
∂
∂=∂
∂
∂
∂+∂
∂

 −∂
∂=
0000 v
Xv
x
v
v
v
v
v
v
Vv
v
v
v
V
v
vv
v
Xv
x
vv &&&&
&&&&&&&  
=∂
∂


∂
∂−


∂
∂+∂
∂−∂
∂
∂
∂=
00
1
v
Xv
x
v
v
vv
v
vx
x
v
vv
Vv
v
v &&&&
&&&&
&
 




∂
∂−∂
∂
∂
∂=
00 v
Xv
v
Vv
v
v && . 
So, we have 
v
v
v
Xv
v
Vv
dt
d
∂
∂=



∂
∂−∂
∂ &&
00
ln , 
( ) ( )( )00
0
0
00
,,,lnln vtVvtX
v
vtdv
v
Xv
v
Vv
t
′′∂
∂′+=



∂
∂−∂
∂ ∫ && , 
Here in defining of integration constant we account 
( ) ( ) 0,,,1,,,
00
000
00
000000
=∂
∂+±≈=∂
∂=+≈
=
+→
=
==+→
t
ct
t
ttt v
XtvxvtX
v
VvvtvvvtV & . 
( ) ( )( )


 ′′∂
∂′=∂
∂−∂
∂ ∫ 00
0
0
00
,,,exp vtVvtX
v
vtdv
v
Xv
v
Vv
t && , 
( ) ( )( )


 ′′∂
∂′=∂
∂−∂
∂ ∫ 00
0
0
00
,,,exp vtVvtX
v
vtd
v
v
v
X
v
v
v
V t && , 
( ) ( )( )


 ′′∂
∂′−=



∂
∂−∂
∂=∂
∂ ∫
−
00
00
1
00
0 ,,,exp vtVvtX
v
vtd
v
v
v
X
v
v
v
V
v
V t &&
. 
Substituting ( ) ( )vxVvvxTt ,,, 00 == , also ( ) dw
dLvvx
v
v −=∂
∂ ,&  from the equations (1), we obtain 
(8). Then (9) is a consequence of (6). 
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Appendix 2 
 To solve the equation 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )vxsr
dw
dLva
e
vmLvxE
m
evraf
v
fv
x
fv e
e
δ≡−≡






+−≡=+∂
∂+∂
∂ ,,
2
sgn,
2
&&  
with respect to function ( )vxff ,=  first we find a solution of equation 
0=∂
∂+∂
∂
v
fv
x
fv & . 
The solution of this equation is an arbitrary first integral of ODE system 
( )


=
=
.,
,
vxv
dt
dv
v
dt
dx
&
 
In particular, function ( )vxVv ,00 =  is a first integral of this ODE system. The system does not 
have more independent first integrals, so, complementary function is ( ) ( )( )vxVvxf ,, 0φ= , 
where ( )0vφφ =  is an arbitrary function. If our aim is to express a solution inside the device area 
at cc xxx +<<−  through its boundary value at cxx ±= , we define ( ) ( )00 ,vxfv c±=φ . Since an 
electron starts from the left-hand side cathode plate with positive velocity and from the right-
hand side – with negative one, we define more exactly ( ) ( )( )000 ,sgn vvxfv c−=φ . 
 Now let us solve an equation 
0=+∂
∂+∂
∂ af
v
fv
x
fv & . 
It can be presented as 
.,0
v
fv
x
fx
dt
dfaf
dt
df
∂
∂+∂
∂≡=+ &&  
So, along the trajectory we have 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) 


 ′′′−=


 ′′−= ∫∫ tt tdvtVvtXaftdtaftf
0
000
0
0 ,,,expexp , 
where ( ) ( )00 ,,, vtVvvtXx ==  is some trajectory. (Over-bar is used to distinguish dependence 
in function f  on new variables 0,vt .) With use of function ( )vxTt ,=  we define time here, and 
define constant ( )( )000 ,sgn vvxff c−= , and ( )vxVv ,00 = : 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )( ) 


 ′′′−−= ∫
vxT
c tdvxVtVvxVtXavxVvxVxfvxf
,
0
0000 ,,,,,exp,,,sgn, . 
Now we return back to initial problem of this section. Making a transformation of 
variables 0,, vtvx →  according to trajectory solutions ( ) ( )00 ,,, vtVvvtXx == , we rewrite the 
initial problem as 
raf
dt
df =+ . 
Along every trajectory it is a linear non-uniform ODE. So, we can use a solution of a constant 
variation method: 
( ) ( ) ( ) 


 ′′−= ∫t tdtatftf
0
0 exp , 
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( ) ( ) ( )trtdtatf t =


 ′′− ∫
0
0 exp
& , 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 


 ′′′′′′+= ∫∫
′′tt
tdtatrtdftf
00
00 exp0 , 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 


 ′′′′′′+


 ′′−= ∫∫∫
′′t
t
tt
tdtatrtdtdtaftf expexp0
00
0 . 
Substituting  ( ) ( ) ( )vxfvtftf ,, 0 == , 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )0000000 ,,,,,,,,,sgn0 vtVvtXrtrvtVvtXatavvxff c ′′′′=′′′′=′−=  
then ( ) ( )vxVvvxTt ,,, 00 == , with an account to previous definitions for functions ra, , we 
obtain 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )( )
( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( )( )( ) .,,exp,,,,
,,exp,,,sgn,
,
000
,
0
,
0
000



 ′

′′′′′′′+
+


 ′

′−=
∫∫
∫
′′
vxT
t
vxT
vxT
c
vxVtV
dw
dLvtdvxVtVvxVtXstd
vxVtV
dw
dLvtdvxVvxVxfvxf
δ
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Fig. 1. Plane hollow cathode configuration. 
 
Fig. 2. Phase plane, divided on the regions having a definite number of secondary electrons. 
 A secondary electron assumed as originated in abscissa axis in discharge space at v = 0. 
"A" is a region for trajectories of very fast cathode electrons, which are passing through the 
whole discharge space and reach another cathode; we guess such electrons are to be absent: ( ) ( ) Avxvxfe ∈= ,,0, .  "0" is a region for cathode electron trajectories only. "1", "2" and so 
on are the regions, where a trajectory of cathode electron and one, two, and so on, 
trajectories of secondary electron are coincident. So, the longest is a cathode electron 
trajectory, trajectory of secondary electron is some piece of appropriate cathode electron 
trajectory. 
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Fig. 3. Two symmetrical phase trajectories of cathode electron in HC geometry. 
Here the anode position is 0=x , the cathode position is 15.0±=x , dotted horizontal 
lines correspond to excitation energy with velocity exvv ±= , dashed horizontal lines correspond 
to ionization energy with velocity ionvv ±= . The reverse points of electron motion for instant 
times ( ) 2,1,0 =nvtn  are shown in crossing a trajectory and abscissa axis. 
 
Fig. 4. In pendulum oscillations in HCD geometry an electron can reach the same anode 
distance for several times. So, one value of initial velocity 0v  in the cathode corresponds to 
several (here – three) values of velocity v  at positive coordinate x , because an equation ( ) xvtX =0,  can have several roots ,...2,1, == ktt k   
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Fig. 5. In SGD geometry the anode is not transparent for any electron, and oscillations, 
which were typical for hollow cathode, are impossible. No secondary electron can be on the 
dotted piece of the trajectory solution. In SGD the equation ( ) xvtX =0,  has single solution 
for the time variable along the piece of possible motion (solid), also a set of ( ) ,...1,, 0 =kvxvk  
has single (or no) element ( )011 ,vxvv = , the reverse point 1ttn =  is a single – it is a start 
point of secondary electron. 
  
 
